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I am honored to be here, once again following in the giant steps of my friend and
predecessor as Chairman, Robert Pitofsky. We first met in 1976, but it was in
1988, working on the ABA’s second Kirkpatrick Commission, that we realized we
shared a vision for the FTC.1 Not that Bob and I agreed on all the particulars, of
course. Minutes after being sworn in as Chair by another longtime friend, Nino
Scalia, I announced, to a somewhat nervous reaction from the audience, that there
was indeed a new majority at the FTC. There was no longer, I said, a majority of
New York Yankee fans on the Commission.
The FTC has enjoyed great success for decades, and I address a few topics here.
First, what durable success means for an agency like the FTC. Then, the vision
that Bob and I shared, reflected in that second Kirkpatrick report, that has helped
lead to the agency’s durable success. Next, I consider recent challenges to that
vision, in both competition and consumer protection, from two “p’s,” paternalism
in consumer protection and populism in antitrust. Because both of these “isms”
once dominated FTC work, particularly in the 1970s, I discuss some historical
lessons. I lived through the 1970s, first working in the LA regional office in 1974
while at UCLA before moving to headquarters after graduation. The decade was
disastrous for the FTC, and nostalgia for it, expressed in recent literature,
sometimes explicitly, is misplaced. I have no desire to relive them, and neither
should you. Finally, I debunk the shibboleth that an economic cult based in the
University of Chicago somehow dominates FTC thinking, particularly in antitrust.
DEFINING SUCCESS
Success must be built on more than today’s headlines.2 A less ephemeral
definition for agency success recognizes that a successful agency needs a clear
understanding of and support for its core mission among its constituents—the
agency staff, the legitimate businesses it regulates, the courts, its peers in
government, and the academy. Second, this core mission must derive from a
vision clearly shared among and respected by those constituents not just today but
over long periods, enduring through electoral cycles. Over time—perhaps
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decades—stakeholders adjudge favorably the core mission of successful agencies.
Thus, the Civil Aeronautics Board’s core mission of tight regulation failed with
massive evidence that the regulation’s costs exceeded its benefits.3 The FTC’s
core competition mission for over thirty years—enforcement of the RobinsonPatman Act4—failed by the 1970s when the academy, most practitioners, and
multiple court decisions considered this enforcement as harming consumers.
Finally, besides a clear and respected long-term understanding of its core mission,
a successful public institution needs a coherent strategy for exercising its authority.
The agency should publicize its positive agenda, the measures to accomplish its
core mission. The positive agenda must direct the institution at all levels, from line
staff to managers to agency leaders. For the staff, an articulated positive agenda
focuses on how best to fulfill the institution’s mission. Without a general strategy
and positive agenda, an agency is merely reactive.
THE FTC’S POSITIVE AGENDA
The FTC has such a positive agenda, the work of many people over many years.
The heart of this agenda is to attack practices that harm consumers by hampering
the competitive process and violating the basic rules that govern exchange. The
FTC’s success, in large part, reflects this shared vision of the agency’s core
mission, which has evolved for decades through several administrations.
Antitrust
Until recently, antitrust enjoyed bipartisan cooperation. Although disagreements
existed in close cases, there was widespread agreement that antitrust should protect
consumers, that economic analysis should guide case selection, and that horizontal
cases, both mergers and agreements among competitors, were the mainstays of
enforcement. Moreover, under this view antitrust law helps organize our economy.
A freely functioning market, subject to antitrust rules, provides maximum
3
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consumer benefits. Antitrust law, in effect, competes with other regulatory forms
and, in most instances makes direct regulation unnecessary. Antitrust, however, is
not intrusive and prescribes neither command and control regulation nor detailed
rules of conduct.
Regarding which cases to bring, Robert Bork once remarked that firms either make
war on each other, or they make peace.5 This “peace/war” framework reflects the
consensus that the most harmful practices occur when firms stop competing
vigorously, making peace to benefit themselves at the expense of consumers.
Horizontal mergers in which anticompetitive effects are likely are one fertile area
for firms to make peace and harm consumers. Most mergers are efficient or
benign, but a few are appropriately stopped or restricted.
Firms also make peace through a wide variety of non-merger conduct. As with
mergers, collaboration is not itself sufficient to assess consumer welfare. Many
collaborations benefit consumers; for example, manufacturer/distributor
relationships can enhance efficiency as does an industry’s adoption of a standard
that facilitates product development or provides useful information to consumers.
By contrast, the peace-making of most concern lacks offsetting efficiency gains,
so-called naked horizontal agreements such as pure price fixing, naked output
restraint, market divisions, and bans on advertising. The Commission has
pioneered development of the law here, especially among the professions,6 trade
associations,7 generic drugs,8 and the methodology for an initially screening
collaboration.9
In rare instances, a single firm with market power can use exclusionary practices to
harm consumers. Cases such as the 2001 Microsoft decision are important to any
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antitrust program.10 An especially fruitful category of troubling single-firm
conduct involves the abuse of government process. Misuse of courts and
governmental agencies is a particularly effective means of delaying or stifling
competition, and such strategies are not limited to single firms, of course. If
businesses want to exclude competition, using government allows “cheap
exclusion” in the felicitous phrases of two Directors of the Bureau of Competition
and their colleagues.11
Big government is a permanent part of modern society, growing to over one-third
of our GDP. We know some of this growth harms consumers, reflecting rent
seeking—the socially costly pursuit of wealth transfers.12 Antitrust is not a cure
for rent seeking, but it can make important contributions to addressing the
problem. To do so, we must interpret properly the antitrust immunities that protect
not only legitimate government activity, but also rent seeking.
Two antitrust immunities help protect and foster regulatory growth: Noerr and the
state action doctrine. Some courts have broadly interpreted these immunities and,
for over forty years, the FTC has sought to circumscribe both doctrines, with three
Supreme Court victories involving state action the most notable achievements.13
On Noerr, the agency has also pursued several cases, with the Unocal case saving
California consumers billions at the gas pump,14 and a major settlement against
Bristol Meyers Squibb having significant benefits for pharmaceutical consumers.15
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Consumer Protection
The vision for FTC consumer protection is identical to antitrust. In our economy,
competition spurs producers to benefit consumers because the market disciplines
most sellers who disappoint consumers by shifting sales to producers who better
satisfy consumers. These same competitive pressures encourage producers to
provide useful, truthful information. Markets cannot always discipline deceptive
sellers, however, as when product attributes are difficult to evaluate, or sellers are
unconcerned about repeat business.
When competition alone cannot punish or deter dishonesty, private legal rights
provide basic rules for interactions between producers and consumers to mitigate
these problems. Government develops the common law of property, tort, and
contract, including default rules to apply when parties do not (or cannot) specify
terms. By reducing the consequences of problematic exchanges, these rights and
default rules alleviate some of the market’s weaknesses. Nevertheless, private
legal rights may not deter seller misbehavior, as when enforcement is impractical
or economically infeasible.
When market forces are insufficient and common law is ineffective, a public
agency, such as the FTC, may help preserve competition and protect consumers.
Consumer protection and antitrust naturally compliment each other by protecting
consumers without restricting their market choices or their ability to obtain truthful
information. Under the FTC’s positive agenda, robust competition in a strong
market is the primary bulwark of protecting consumers. Thus, the Commission
acts on multiple fronts: promoting competition and the free exchange of accurate
and nonmisleading information, and attacking conduct that undermines
competition, impedes the exchange of accurate information, or otherwise threatens
consumers. The FTC’s role is crucial, but as a referee in the economy, not the star
player.
The agency’s systematic attack on fraud, begun in 1981, replaced the failed
rulemakings of the 1970s, discussed below, as the core of FTC consumer
F.T.C. v. Bristol-Myers Squibb Co., No. 1:09-cv-00576-EGS (D.D.C. Apr. 1, 2009) (enforcing the 2003 consent
order), https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/cases/2009/03/090327bristolmyersjdgmt.pdf.
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protection. Fraud is the consumer protection analog to price fixing in antitrust, and
is essentially theft, which both distorts market forces and limits the ability of
consumers to make informed choices. Fraud reduces the value of truthful
advertising and thereby raises costs for legitimate competitors, who must offer
more assurances of performance to overcome consumers’ wariness.
Relying on Section 13(b) of the FTC Act, and working with other federal and state
agencies, and more recently agencies abroad and against fraudsters in Spanish
language media, the Commission has brought hundreds of cases, stopped myriad
frauds, returned large sums of money to consumers, and helped sister enforcers jail
the worst offenders. The FTC has used, and in some cases pioneered, modern
investigative techniques to catch fraudsters and also manages a Consumer
Response Center that evaluates consumer complaints in real time, providing access
to law enforcement partners in other agencies to help fight fraud.
Moreover, the agency has long evaluated advertising by legitimate businesses,
recognizing the centrality of truthful information to a market economy and the
FTC’s limited, but still important, role in policing deception. In this century, the
FTC’s privacy role has become significant with the National Do Not Call Registry
one of the most popular government initiatives in history. But yesterday’s success
has become today’s challenge, with other regulators using different, more intrusive
privacy models and robocalls threatening to overwhelm our phones. The former
issue will be discussed this afternoon, and the FTC has been both aggressive and
ingenious against robocalls.16 Ultimately, robocalls are like spam, which once
threatened to overwhelm our email. The FTC has appropriately continued to
prosecute scams perpetrated through spam, and the most important solution to
unclogging our inboxes was ISPs perfecting tools to reduce greatly the amount of
spam delivered to consumers. Like spam, the most important robocall solution
will be when the companies delivering phone services and others develop the legal
and technical tools to block unwarranted calls.

16
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As Howard Beales, former BCP Director, and I have argued, the Obama FTC
deviated from its predecessors in some advertising and privacy enforcement.17
Nevertheless, compared to the paternalistic vision of the CFPB, discussed next, the
Obama FTC was a paragon of virtue. Moreover, the judiciary checked the worst
excesses, rejecting efforts to impose FDA style substantiation,18 finding against the
agency in a series of cases involving disputes between experts over
substantiation,19 and questioning the agency’s expansive interpretation of
“unfairness.”20
Finally, regarding the agenda so important for FTC success, led by Bob Pitofsky’s
example the agency also has continued interest in policy research and
development. Bob and I published a joint article in 2005, More Than Law
Enforcement: The FTC’s Many Tools discussing this non-case role;21 these
hearings are an important example of that effort, and David Hyman, healthcare
expert supreme, will discuss that area of FTC expertise later in these hearings.
THE RETURN OF THE TWO P’S
Paternalism
In consumer protection, the market-oriented, cop-on-the-beat vision of the modern
Federal Trade Commission discussed above replaced the more expansionist agency
of the 1970s. That earlier FTC sought to become the second most powerful
17
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legislature in Washington, proposing over one 15 month stretch more than a rule a
month to transform major industries into the vision of the young regulators then in
charge. As proposed, most of these rules were market supplanting, not marked
reinforcing, usually with adverse consequences to consumers.22 An exchange in
the final report of the National Commission on Consumer Finance debating
whether lower and middle income families could be trusted to borrow money to
purchase color televisions in emulation of wealthier consumers illustrates the
paternalistic attitude of the era.23 This vision for the FTC collapsed from flaws in
both conception and implementation; modern FTC consumer protection grew from
the ashes.
Paternalism has returned with a vengeance at the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau, recently renamed the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection. (Because
I discuss the original version of the agency, I use the original name here; that
original version can return with the next change in Administrations.) Procedurally,
the CFPB’s design makes it the most-powerful and least-accountable regulatory
agency in history—an independent agency inside another independent agency, the
Federal Reserve. The CFPB is insulated from any effective control by the
President, Congress, or the Federal Reserve Board. Its regulations are not subject
to OIRA review, the CFPB’s budget is guaranteed and drawn directly from the
Federal Reserve’s operating revenues, rather than accountable to Congress’s
appropriations process. A single director appointed for a five-year term,
removable only for cause, wields this immense power rather than a bipartisan
agency or a leader accountable to the President.
Substantively, the CFPB has broad, ill-defined powers to regulate every consumer
credit product, adding “abusive” to the now better-defined FTC concepts of
“unfair” and “deceptive.” “Abusive” has unfortunate echoes to the FTC’s use of
unfairness in the 1970s that led the agency to assert unprecedented and ultimately
destructive power. Despite the vagueness of “abusive,” the Bureau has refused to
define the term, instead using broad discretion. Moreover, because millions of
22
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small businesses use personal credit to start and grow their businesses, the CFPB
has become the de facto regulator of small business credit.24
The CFPB’s paternalistic attitude is reflected in its impact on consumer credit. For
example, the “Qualified Mortgages” rule slowed the recovery of the housing
market, with fears of government liability causing even large lenders to become
overcautious, especially with loans to lower-income borrowers. Federal Reserve
Chair Janet Yellen stated:
Banks, at this point, are reluctant to lend to borrowers with lower
FICO [credit] scores. They mention in meetings with us consistently
their concerns about put-back risk, and I think they are—it is difficult
for any homeowner who doesn’t have pristine credit these days to get
a mortgage. I think that is one of the factors that is causing the housing
recovery to be slow.25
CFPB’s regulatory costs fall particularly heavy on smaller and community banks.
Thus, one study found that 71% of small banks stated that the CFPB affected their
business activities,26 with 64% reported changes to their mortgage offerings
because of Dodd-Frank and 14% either exited or were considering exiting
residential mortgage markets entirely. Nearly 60% of small banks reported that the
24
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CFPB and/or the Qualified Mortgages rule significantly impacted their mortgage
operations negatively and the same percentage said that the CFPB had a significant
negative effect on bank earnings.
Those who support more interventionist policy sometimes raise behavioral
economics, a growing influence on economic analysis that adds insights from
psychology to the economist’s tool kit.27 Used properly, behavioral insights can
positively influence public policy. For example, the FTC’s cooling off rule, which
provides time to reconsider a decision made outside of a seller’s regular place of
business, is a frequently recommended behavioral remedy. More generally, in
Nudge, Cass Sunstein and Richard Thaler recommend modest changes in public
policy, such as reordering default rules to influence behavior positively.28
Nevertheless, in the name of behavioral economics, some recommend significant
changes in public policy based on the notion that decision making errors are
consistently biased in a particular direction.29 Even with perfect foresight, people
make mistakes, and sometimes decide contrary to their interest.30 Government
intervention would be unwarranted if these errors were random,31 but under
behavioral economics, these errors can be treated as consistently irrational.32 For
example, some behavioralists argue that consumers exhibit a present bias
(hyperbolic discounting), also referred to as “myopia or self-control” problems.33
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Consumers will choose a small reward today over a larger reward later, when
choosing immediate gains can produce long-term distress.34
Numerous problems exist with using behavioral economics to reshape consumer
protection policy. To begin, even enthusiasts about behavioral economics do not
make consistent predictions about which biases are relevant in specific situations,35
making the expected impact of potential government action ad hoc.36 A second
problem is that some behavioralists too often ignore market institutions and the
nature of market equilibria that prevent consumer harm. For example, markets can
achieve competitive outcomes without fully informed consumers.37 When an
informed minority exists large enough to be worth competing for, competition for
these consumers drives sellers to provide product characteristics that the informed
buyers value.38 Even in standard form contracts, these informed consumers drive
the terms that all consumers receive.39
Consumers make investments, in education through experience, and elsewhere, to
learn how to make decisions.40 A recent study of consumer choices of credit cards
found that most consumers choose optimally, and that among those who make
mistakes, those who made the largest mistakes were most likely to change for the
better.41 Thus, where the CFPB regulates, the mix of consumers, consumer
34
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learning, and firm responses to consumer choices (or mistakes) will influence the
market equilibrium, even if behavioral principles describe some consumers. (In
healthcare, with very different market characteristics, there is evidence of more
consistent mistakes.42)
In any real-world market, some consumers may regret their choices, tempting
government regulators to intervene. Any intervention should reinforce, not
supplant, the market as some behavioralists recommend. We have little, if any,
reliable empirical evidence addressing the benefits and costs of interventions with
behavioral principles, and the adverse effects and unintended consequences of even
well-intentioned government regulation are legion.43 Perhaps these hearings and
similar FTC efforts can continue to develop useful evidence.
Under any sensible economic principles, market outcomes are crucial for
consumers. Legitimate companies care about how consumers regard them,
counting on repeat business and word-of-mouth to increase sales. By contrast, the
commercial thief loses no sleep over its standing in the community and is
unconcerned about repeat sales. These fraudsters cheat consumers, grab the
revenues, and disappear from sight, often to re-emerge in another guise to steal
again.
When market forces cannot overcome these threats to consumers, e.g., because
some sellers are unconcerned about repeat business and reputation or because
information asymmetries make deception difficult to detect, private legal rights
complement the competitive market and can overcome, or at least mitigate, some
of these market problems. And there is an important role for agencies like the FTC
to police problems.
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Populism
The second “p,” populism, is reflected in calls on the left and right of the political
spectrum to dismantle the modern, highly successful tech companies, or at least
regulate them as public utilities. Such attacks are misguided on numerous grounds.
For one, any distinction between physical and digital or tech companies has
become largely meaningless. There are new technologies, of course such as cloud
computing, machine learning, robotics, etc., but they are diffusing throughout the
economy, in both “new” and “old” industries. Moreover, the highly successful
companies we associate with Silicon Valley that have transformed our lives for the
better have different positions in the market, with some having large shares, the
prerequisite for antitrust concern, and others lacking such dominance in any
antitrust market of interest to the populists.
Equally important, we have travelled the populist road before, with disastrous
consequences for consumers and our economy. Jon Nuechterlein and I discuss
some of this history in a new paper that Jon will discuss in detail later in these
hearings, and I will review the highlights here.44 Before Wal-Mart and Amazon,
another company used scale, vertical integration, and innovation to transform
retailing, becoming America’s largest retailer by giving consumers a wider range
of products than the competition, at lower prices, and whose very success
prompted calls for radical changes to the antitrust laws. That company was the
now-defunct Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company, A&P, to those who
remember it. A&P was the largest American retailer for more than 40 years,
pioneering the large retail chain and later the supermarket. A&P was such a fixture
in mid-20th century America that the young John Updike used an A&P store as the
setting for his iconic short story of that name.
A&P brought enormous benefits to consumers, especially the less affluent, through
lower prices, greater variety, and opportunities for improved nutrition. Those
benefits did not go unpunished. A&P’s very popularity triggered a backlash from
its competitors, and the government responded, pursuing the company relentlessly
for two decades.
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Congress first enacted the populist Robinson-Patman Act in 1936 to help
inefficient small business against competition from A&P and other chain stores by
imposing wildly overbroad prohibitions on “discrimination.” This legislation has
embarrassed the antitrust community ever since because it makes little economic
sense and explicitly subordinates the interests of consumers to those of inefficient
competitors. The Act’s anticompetitive effects were mitigated only after decades
of excellent analysis from academics and practitioners and decisions from the
nation’s antitrust authorities and courts.
Yet mere legislation was not enough for A&P’s adversaries. The Justice
Department separately prosecuted the company and its senior executives criminally
for offering consumers too good a deal. Having secured their convictions, DOJ
then filed another case to break up this largest and most innovative retailer in
American history. That case was settled, and the long war of attrition against A&P
led the company to concentrate on fending off the government, while new retailers
—not so burdened—ultimately eclipsed it. The proposal to attack success today
makes no more sense today than the similar justifications for Robinson-Patman
made in 1936.
It is true that the FTC largely abandoned RP in the 1970s, but in that decade the
agency pursued another favorite of the modern populists, predatory pricing. The
agency filed three major cases, the coffee case illustrative, involving alleged
predatory pricing by General Foods (GF) against Proctor & Gamble. P&G, then
the most feared marketer of consumer goods in the world, had purchased a strong
regional brand, Folgers, which it sought to expand nationwide. When it entered
the heartland of the strongest eastern firm, GF’s Maxwell House, an all-out price
war erupted, to the enormous benefit of consumers. The FTC sued GF for
responding, and the staff originally proposed the truly extraordinary remedy of
mandatory trademark licensing, ignoring the adverse implications on GF’s
property rights. The Commission rejected that remedy, but filed the case in 1976
after an internal staff struggle requiring four formal Commission meetings. The
Reagan Commission rejected the complaint in 1984.45
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Another bulwark of the 1970s antitrust was reliance on the simple market
concentration doctrine, finding concern in industries with concentration at levels
not troubling to economists of any stripe today, e.g. four firms having control of 50
percent of a market. This theory was sometimes married to a populist animus
toward bigness, leaving the Commission to seek vertical disintegration of the
relatively unconcentrated oil industry in 1973,46 and to continue to pursue a
deconcentration strategy through 1980, long after the economics profession had
abandoned belief in extreme versions of the market concentration doctrine.47
THE ROLE OF THE CHICAGO SCHOOL
One of the many factual inaccuracies of the modern populists is their claim that the
Chicago School captured current antitrust policy. This simply misunderstands the
role of Chicago. In 2014, current BE Director, Bruce Kobayashi, and I published
“Chicago, Post-Chicago, and Beyond: Time To Let Go of the 20th Century,” which
began “We come both to praise and bury the Chicago School of Antitrust.”48 What
is most often misunderstood today is that Chicago usually describes policy
prescriptions begun in the 1950s, through the evolution of the major Chicago
publications in the 1960s and 1970s. Chicago had a clear, shared normative
agenda, namely rejection of the prevailing orthodoxy. The initial Chicago results,
produced primarily through case-by-case analysis, as well as broad empirical
studies on issues such as the deconcentration debate, challenged the existing proplaintiff orthodoxy of antitrust policy.
Their revolution succeeded; one only has to read the numerous Supreme Court
decisions rejecting the ancien regime to understand the triumph of Chicago. But
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Chicago had not focused on the many details for sound antitrust policy that would
be necessary once the old order was overthrown. There was simply no shared,
agreed-upon view regarding the myriad aspects of appropriate doctrine. Moreover,
as the continued application of the Chicago methodology, based on a bottom-up,
fact-based analysis that remains relevant today, moved beyond the initial results, it
produced more diverse analyses not easily described or categorized. To list five
prominent Chicagoans alphabetically—Baxter, Bork, Bowman, Posner, and
Stigler—they disagreed among themselves on, or had not addressed fully, the
appropriate policies toward mergers, predatory pricing, tying, rule of reason
analysis, and other important issues.
Like 1776, Chicago had its revolutionary band of brothers. As the American
revolutionaries diverged when actually running a government, the Chicago
scholars disagreed regarding the details of operational antitrust policy. Moreover,
when devising rules for antitrust, rules that must be enforceable, disagreements
about application are inevitable, especially in the presence of often weak empirical
evidence about the presence and magnitude of type I and II errors.
CONCLUSION
With the creation of the CFPB, the FTC has another federal agency performing
each mission, an uncomfortable place in some future budget-cutting era. The
original CFPB model, mirroring 1970s FTC regulation, is in direct contrast to the
modern FTC. Perhaps the regulatory world runs in cycles, but for the sake of
consumers one hopes the FTC will not find itself in a future Ground Hog Day,
where it awakens each morning to 1975.
For antitrust, consider the effect of the current “reformers” who wish to return
antitrust law to focus less on the welfare of consumers and more on protecting less
efficient businesses. Imagine how the companies they would now punish would
have fared in the legal environment these incumbent-protectors favored. Once the
new comers had grown beyond a certain size, perhaps by the late 1990s, their
lawyers would have counseled them to be cautious about expansion, innovation,
and price-cutting, lest they face antitrust liability for the disadvantages less
efficient rivals faced. Luckily, because this advice would have badly misstated our
antitrust law, lawyers never gave it. For the sake of American consumers, such
advice should never become sound.
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Rather than condemn innovation, whether in the 1930s or today, we should
applaud it. Companies like the so-called tech giants have been built from the
ground up in the United States rather than in Europe or China largely because the
U.S. legal environment is stable, predictable, and uniquely hospitable to vigorous,
paradigm-shattering competition by all businesses, large and small. That legal
environment is a hallmark of American exceptionalism. Long may it continue.
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